New results on error correcting output codes of kernel machines.
We study the problem of multiclass classification within the framework of error correcting output codes (ECOC) using margin-based binary classifiers. Specifically, we address two important open problems in this context: decoding and model selection. The decoding problem concerns how to map the outputs of the classifiers into class codewords. In this paper we introduce a new decoding function that combines the margins through an estimate of their class conditional probabilities. Concerning model selection, we present new theoretical results bounding the leave-one-out (LOO) error of ECOC of kernel machines, which can be used to tune kernel hyperparameters. We report experiments using support vector machines as the base binary classifiers, showing the advantage of the proposed decoding function over other functions of the margin commonly used in practice. Moreover, our empirical evaluations on model selection indicate that the bound leads to good estimates of kernel parameters.